Facial Skin Rejuvenation with High Frequency Ultrasound: Multicentre Study of Dual-Frequency Ultrasound
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ABSTRACT

According to modern theories, the process of skin ageing may be connected with local up-regulation of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) and down-regulation of heat shock proteins (HSP) in the skin. In this pragmatic, non-randomised, multicentre study we investigated the skin rejuvenation effect of dual-frequency ultrasound, with frequencies of 3 and 10 MHz, which has the ability to modulate both MMPs and HSPs. It was shown that such waves can significantly improve different visual appearances of ageing skin. This safe, non-invasive method yields results that are not as marked as those shown by injecting of fillers, but can be successfully used by subjects with a broad spectrum of visual skin ageing problems, which have to be treated simultaneously.
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1. Introduction

Skin ageing is a continuous process, which occurs on a cellular as well as on a molecular level. It is traditionally divided into intrinsic (chronological) and extrinsic ageing. The former is considered to be genetically pre-determined; the latter is mainly caused by different environmental factors. These two ageing processes have different pathophysiological mechanisms and lead to different visual changes of the skin. It is strongly believed that intrinsic ageing is mainly responsible for skin appearances such as fine wrinkles, a reduction in firmness, enlarged pores, sagging and dryness as well as for thin and fragile skin. Extrinsic ageing is connected with the production of fine and coarse wrinkles, skin hyperpigmentation, loss of skin turgor, freckles and roughness as well as with dilatation of blood vessels.

The reasons for intrinsic skin ageing are largely unknown. One classic pathophysiological mechanism is the excessive oxidative phosphorylation with an accumulation of superoxides. Another is a continuous reduction in the number of synthetically active fibroblasts, which are mainly responsible for the dynamic balance in the active connective tissue and the progressive accumulation of senescent fibrocytes presented in inactive connective tissue. This process leads to the subsequent reduction in collagen content in the ageing skin [1] and may be also responsible for the reduction of glycosaminoglycans, which, consequently, can modify the skin micro-relief and reduce its turgor. These mechanisms can be also involved in extrinsic ageing.

Two other pathophysiological mechanisms of skin ageing have recently been proposed. The first is based on the overproduction of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) as a result of chronic, intrinsic inflammation or external exposure to UV- or IR-radiation. Connective tissue normally stands in dynamic balance between the processes of its production and destruction. A temporary increase in MMPs activity makes this system unbalanced, increasing the rate of its destruction. Depending on the duration and strength of this process, the connective tissue structure and its mechanical properties can afterwards fully or partly restore. MMPs activation occurs in both chronological and photo-induced skin ageing [2-5]. The increase in MMPs activity can be dramatic, even with sub-erythemal doses of UV radiation, which could be enough for significant degradation of dermal connective tissues [2]. Such pathophysiology of skin ageing led to the formulation of new prevention and treatment strategies for anti-ageing therapy that are based on the inhibition of production and/or activity of some specific MMPs in the skin [4].

The second new pathophysiology of skin ageing is connected with the phenomenon of continuously reduced...
production of heat shock proteins (HSPs) in ageing skin. Modulation of HSPs is actually considered to be an important component of the treatment strategy in modern gerontology used to delay the ageing processes and/or to reduce the signs of ageing [6-8]. This effect can be, at least partly, explained through the correlation of HSPs content with fibroblasts’ activity and their collagen production [9,10].

These pathophysiological features of skin ageing led to the development of new anti-ageing treatment strategies based on the modulation of the local MMPs and/or HSPs activity in the skin. Such modulation can lead to the dynamic balance in the connective tissue being restored, improving its mechanical properties and consequently reducing visual ageing appearances of the skin such as wrinkles and pores as well as increasing the skin turgor.

The aim of this study was to assess the efficacy of high-frequency dual-wave ultrasound (US) with frequencies of up to 10 MHz in facial anti-ageing treatments. This dual-frequency modality has demonstrated high efficiency in the modulation of both MMPs (results not published) and HSPs in vitro [11], which made it possible to formulate the hypothesis of anti-ageing treatment strategy through the application of 10 MHz US [12]. The high efficacy of dual-frequency US waves for treatment of ulcus cruris, which apparently also needs the modulation of different MMPs and HSPs in the wound, was recently demonstrated [13].

2. Study Protocol

In this pragmatic, non-randomised, multicentre study we tested the skin rejuvenation effect of dual-frequency US waves with frequencies of 3 and 10 MHz. The wave formation (LDM®) is shown in Figure 1 and was described in detail in [13]. The commercially available machine, LDM®-MED (Wellcomet, Germany), was used as a dual wave generator. US intensity was controlled by the digital US power meter UPM-DT-10 (Ohmic Instruments Co., USA).

Since it is well known that participants can correctly identify whether their treatment consisted of placebo or active US (especially for high US intensities, which were used in this study) [14], it was not possible to blind neither participants nor the study nurses and the doctors.

2.1. Participants

As a preliminary step to this study, two subjects received one half of their faces treated in a contra-lateral control test to exclude the placebo effect.

39 healthy subjects (32 females and seven males) without signs of severe sun-damaged skin, between the ages of 30 and 63 years were selected for this study that was trialled in four medical centres. Sample size estimation for the multicentre study was done in a preliminary pilot study with 12 subjects in accordance with the sample sizes evaluation for descriptive studies [15].

2.2. Interventions

All subjects were treated twice per week with the number of sessions totalling between eight and twelve. One whole-face treatment lasted 20 minutes and had the following parameters: 10 MHz, continuously at an intensity of 1.5 W/cm² for 10 minutes, then LDM 3/10 MHz (3 ms 3 MHz/7 ms 10 MHz) at US intensity of 1.5 W/cm². During the treatment the whole face was treated uniformly. The treatment was done semi-statically with an approximately 10 second application per spot. Normal US contact gel was used as a coupling medium.

The staff at each participating clinic received the same in-house training for the technique of US application.

2.3. Clinical Assessments

The following skin conditions were evaluated and documented before the first treatment and approximately one week after the last treatment: fine/coarse wrinkles, skin pores and skin turgor.

The severity of wrinkles was rated according to the 5-grade Wrinkle Severity Rating Scale (WSRS) [16]: 1) absent, continuous skin line; 2) mild wrinkles, minor facial feature; 3) moderate wrinkles, clear facial feature visible at normal appearance but not by stretching; 4) severe wrinkles, prominent facial feature, less than 1 mm deep when stretched; 5) very severe wrinkles, prominent facial feature, more than 1 mm deep when stretched. The length, width and depth of wrinkles were taken into account by rating. The reliability and statistical significance of WSRS scoring was confirmed in [17].

The same rating method was applied for the classification of skin pores: 1) almost no visible pores; 2) mild pores; 3) moderate pores; 4) enlarged pores; 5) very enlarged pores.

Skin turgor was evaluated according to the 5-grade Global Aesthetic Improvement Scale (GAIS) [18]: 1) worse than before the treatment; 2) no change; 3) obvious improvement; 4) marked improvement; 5) strong improvement.

Additionally, the satisfaction of the participants (PS) and of the doctors (DR) was evaluated according to a 10-grade scale between 0 and 10: 0-dissatisfied; 10-maximum satisfaction.
All the participating doctors received the in-house training for evaluation procedures. Statistical evaluation of treatment results was provided with $\chi^2$-test.

3. Results

All the patients showed more than one kind of skin improvement. The first visual changes were normally seen after the first treatment; mainly this was pore reduction and/or turgor improvement.

The non-placebo effect of this treatment was evidenced by face splitting. Both treated subjects demonstrated an obvious improvement in skin condition on the treated side directly after the therapy (Figure 2).

Coarse wrinkles (CW) and fine wrinkles (FW) in the participants of the multicentric study were improved by 0.63 ± 0.72 WSRS grades ($p < 0.05$, $\chi^2$-Test) (Figure 3) and by 0.73 ± 0.52 WSRS grades ($p < 0.05$, $\chi^2$-Test) (Figure 4) from baseline, respectively. The skin pores (SP) were improved by 0.65 ± 0.57 WSRS grades ($p < 0.05$, $\chi^2$-Test) (Figure 5). Skin turgor (ST) was increased by 2.88 ± 0.71 GAIS grades (Figure 6), showing on average an “obvious improvement”, according to the GAIS scale, which supports the statistical significance of this parameter [18].

The satisfaction of participants and doctors was 6.87 ± 1.68 and 7.23 ± 1.62, respectively (Figure 7); the difference was statistically insignificant. The coefficient of correlation between PS and DS was 0.75, which demonstrates good compliance of result assessment in both groups.

Figure 2. Change of the skin condition after one treatment. Face splitting with contra-lateral control to exclude a placebo effect. The change of the pores’ structure and wrinkles is clearly seen.

Figure 3. Investigator-graded WSRS score for coarse wrinkles.

Figure 4. Investigator-graded WSRS score for fine wrinkles.
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Figure 5. Investigator-graded WSRS score for skin pores.

Figure 6. Investigator-graded GAIS score for skin turgor improvement.

Figure 7. Satisfaction of participants and doctors with the treatment results.

An example of a visual skin modification after treatment is shown in Figure 8. The improvement in the appearance of fine wrinkles, skin micro-relief, pore size and skin turgor can be clearly seen.

The treatment had no side effects and was pain-free.

Some subjects demonstrated a short-term erythema directly after the treatment.

4. Discussion

This multicentric study has demonstrated the significant
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5. Conclusion

The present multicentre study has demonstrated that application of dual-frequency US waves and very high frequency US of 10 MHz significantly improves different visual appearances of ageing skin, which supports the hypothesis formulated in [12]. This safe non-invasive method yields results that are not as marked as those shown in the improvement of folds by injecting fillers (see e.g. [16], which has demonstrated the improvement of nasolabial folds by 1.1 to 1.7 WSRS grades), but can be used alternatively by subjects with a broad spectrum of visual skin ageing problems that they would like to have treated effectively and simultaneously.
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